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Abstract: We assess the feasibility of efficiently calculating accurate thermodynamic properties of
(SiO2)n·(H2O)m nanoclusters, using classical interatomic forcefields (FFs). Specifically, we use a
recently parameterized FF for hydroxylated bulk silica systems (FFSiOH) to calculate zero-point
energies and thermal contributions to vibrational internal energy and entropy, in order to estimate
the free energy correction to the internal electronic energy of these nanoclusters. The performance
of FFSiOH is then benchmarked against the results of corresponding calculations using density
functional theory (DFT) calculations employing the B3LYP functional. Results are reported first
for a set of (SiO2)n·(H2O)m clusters with n = 4, 8 and 16, each possessing three different degrees
of hydroxylation (R = m/n): 0.0, 0.25 and 0.5. Secondly, we consider five distinct hydroxylated
nanocluster isomers with the same (SiO2)16·(H2O)4 composition. Finally, the free energies for the
progressive hydroxylation of three nanoclusters with R = 0–0.5 are also calculated. Our results
demonstrate that, in all cases, the use of FFSiOH can provide estimates of thermodynamic properties
with an accuracy close to that of DFT calculations, and at a fraction of the computational cost.
Keywords: hydroxylated silica; nanoclusters; free energy; density functional theory; forcefields
1. Introduction
The energy of a chemical system standardly calculated via ab initio methods of quantum chemistry,
such as density functional theory (DFT), only provides the internal energy Uelec (which includes the
potential and kinetic energy contributions from electrons and their interaction with nuclei). Uelec,
however, does not take into account the contribution arising from the quantum nature of the nuclear
motion, i.e., the zero point energy (ZPE) for nuclei in their lowest vibrational energy level. More
importantly, at finite temperatures Uelec also omits contributions from all the different microstates
occupied by the system at a temperature, T, and volume, V. Using statistical mechanics, these
microstates can be appropriately counted and their weighted contributions evaluated and summed
to form the partition function, Q. In turn, from Q we can calculate the thermodynamic properties
of the system, namely the entropy, S, and ultimately, the free energy, G. Differences in G (i.e., ∆G),
often stemming from entropic factors rather than internal energy differences, determine the most
likely pathways followed by (bio)chemical processes (e.g., reactions, solvation, and protein docking).
Sophisticated methods, which efficiently and accurately estimate ∆G values, are thus understandably
essential for the realistic computational modelling of such systems [1].
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In the simplest case of a molecule in its electronic ground state residing in a local energy minimum,
the estimation of free energy can be greatly simplified. Assuming that the behavior of a molecule can
be represented by that of an ideal gas and that the different occupiable microstates (i.e., degrees of
freedom) are independent from each other, one can obtain thermodynamic quantities by dividing Q
into individual contributions from translations (qtrans), rotations (qrot), and vibrations (qvib). Computing
the qtrans and qrot under these assumptions is straightforward (see below), but evaluation of qvib
requires computation of the different vibrational modes. Assuming small amplitude vibrations around
a minimum energy configuration, a harmonic oscillator model is a good description of the nuclear
vibrations, so that one can obtain the vibrational levels provided that the Hessian matrix of the force
constants (second derivative of the total energy with respect to atomic displacements) computed,
either analytically or numerically, is available. In this most simple of cases, and for relatively small
molecules, the estimate of free energy can be computed by efficient ab initio quantum chemical methods,
such as those based on density functional theory (DFT) (thanks to efficient implementation of the
analytical second derivatives of the total energy). However, the computational cost of performing these
calculations quickly rises with increasing system size, becoming prohibitive for routine calculations
for systems possessing more than approximately 100 atoms. This is particularly so for a system in
which the Hessian matrix should be computed numerically, either by using analytical gradient or, even
worse, when the gradient energy also has to be evaluated numerically. Thus, in order to be able to
perform free energy calculations at a reasonable computational cost, classical interatomic forcefields
(FFs) are usually employed.
Sampling the energy landscape of configurations of a (bio)molecular system using FFs is typically
at least 10,000 times quicker than when done using DFT. Although allowing for faster calculations,
it is essential that the FFs employed should be as accurate as possible, as not to negate the increased
computational efficiency. FFs developed for modelling (bio)molecular systems have historically been
parameterized using experimentally known structural properties and results from ab initio quantum
chemical calculations [2]. More recently, with the increasingly widespread use of (bio)chemical free
energy calculations, such FFs have used experimental free energy data in their parameterization [3,4].
In materials science, especially for inorganic materials and metals/alloys, FFs are also widely employed
to study structural and mechanical properties [5]. For such materials, unlike in the biochemical world,
entropic contributions to the free energy of the system are not generally thought to be very important
for bulk properties. However, for small system sizes (e.g., inorganic nanoclusters) explicit consideration
of all degrees of freedom can become significant for describing the structure and evolution of such
species under a given set of physical conditions. Studies of inorganic nanocluster systems in a variety
of contexts (e.g., nucleation [6–9], presence of a reactive atmosphere [10–12], solvation [13–16]) have
confirmed the importance of explicitly considering the entropic contributions to the free energies.
These cases have tended to look at rather small species (≤40 atoms) and, when taken into account,
calculate the entropic contribution to the free energy via DFT using the harmonic approximation for
vibrations. As noted above, such calculations quickly become prohibitive with increasing system size
and, following the progress in the field of biochemical modelling, accurately parameterizing FFs for
inorganic nanosystems would allow for huge increases in computational efficiency. FFs for inorganic
materials are usually parameterized for bulk structural and mechanical properties, and thus tend
not to be ideally suited for treating nanoclusters (which tend to have non-bulk-like structures and
properties). Although some efforts have been made to parameterize FFs (specifically for inorganic
nanoclusters) [17], or to make size-transferable FFs for inorganic materials [18], only very few FFs
have explicitly included thermodynamic data in their parameterization [19,20] (in order to treat these
systems more accurately) [21].
The objective of this work is to assess whether an existing FF, that was not parameterized
using thermodynamic data, can be used to provide free energy estimates to a similar accuracy
as that provided by DFT. Specifically, we examine the performance of FFSiOH [22], which is a
polarisable ionic FF, that was parametrized with respect to the results of DFT calculations of silica
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bulk phases and hydroxylated silica surfaces. We have recently shown that FFSiOH can provide
results in good agreement with DFT calculations (with respect to structure, relative energies, and
vibrational frequencies) for a range of hydroxylated silica nanoclusters of different sizes and degrees
of hydroxylation [23]. Following this work, we have selected hydroxylated silica nanoclusters as a
suitable test case for the present study. Free energies in solution of these species are of particular
interest for gaining insight into nucleation, growth, and dissolution of silicate materials [24,25]. The free
energies of small silica nanoclusters (or oligomers) have been calculated using DFT a number of times
in the literature [13–16], employing the harmonic approximation for vibrations and various solvation
models. Considering that both: (i) our objective is to evaluate the performance of the FFSiOH potential
(i.e., rather than different solvation models); and (ii) the most computationally expensive part of
evaluating free energies in these cases is the evaluation of the vibrational entropy; we focus on the
ability of FFSiOH to provide free energies in vacuum.
We calculate ZPE, vibrational entropies, and free energies (both total and of hydroxylation) of a
range of hydroxylated silica clusters with a range of sizes and degrees of hydroxylation, using FFSiOH.
Overall, we find good agreement with corresponding DFT calculations, indicating that FFSiOH could
provide an extremely computationally efficient means through which to calculate accurate free energies
of nano-silicate species.
2. Methodology
We first review how to obtain thermodynamic properties from the partition function for a silica
nanocluster, residing in a local energy minimum in its electronic ground state. We will only focus
on main assumptions and provide the necessary equations by which the results can be achieved
(full details can be found in Reference [26]). Assuming that: (1) the nanocluster behaves as an ideal gas;
and (2) that all energy levels can be grouped into either translations, rotations, vibrations, or electronic
levels, and that they are uncoupled from each other, Q can be defined as:
Q = qtrans·qrot·qvib·qelec (1)
where each q is the partition function associated with the translational, rotational, vibrational, and
electronic energy, respectively. Each q can be calculated with the following expressions derived for a
particle in a box of volume V, at temperature T:
qtrans =
(
2pimkBT
h2
)3/2
V
qrot =
pi
1
2
σr
(
T
3
2(
Θr,xΘr,yΘr,z
)1/2
)
qvib =∏
K
e−Θv,K/2T
1− e−Θv,K/T
(2)
where m is the mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck´s constant, σr is the symmetry number
for rotation, and the Θ correspond to characteristic temperatures for rotations Θr and vibrations Θv.
The product qvib runs over each vibrational mode K. Since the energy to reach electronically excited
states is much higher than the thermal energy in our system, and we deal with closed shell molecules,
the term qelec becomes 1, and does not contribute to the entropy. The rotational and vibrational
characteristic temperatures are defined by:
Θr =
h2
8pi2 IkB
Θv,K =
hνK
kB
(3)
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where I is the moment of inertia and K represents each individual vibration. Assuming ideal gas
behavior, we can derive the expressions of internal energy (Etrans, Erot, Evib, and Eelec), and entropy
(Strans, Srot, Svib, and Selec), using the corresponding partition functions, where we assume the zero of
energy to be the electronic energy:
Etrans = 3/2·R
Erot = R·T
Evib = R∑
K
Θv,K
(
1/2 +
1
eΘv,K/T − 1
)
Strans = R(lnqtrans + 1 + 3/2)
Srot = R(lnq+ 3/2)
Svib = R·∑
K
(
Θv,K/T
eΘv,K/T − 1 − ln
(
1− e−Θv,K/T
))
(4)
where R is the ideal gas constant (R = N·kB). The term R·∑
K
Θv,K/2 in Evib corresponds to the energy of
vibrations at 0 K (i.e., the ZPE). In the Results section, we show the ZPE and the R·∑
K
1
eΘv,K/T−1
factor
separately, with the latter defined as the thermal contribution to the total energy (Uvib). After obtaining
the thermal and entropic contribution of each term, we add them to the electronic energy in the
following way to obtain the zero Kelvin energy (U(T0K)), the internal energy at a given temperature
(U(T)), the enthalpy (H(T)), and the free energy (G(T)):
U(0K) = Uelec + ZPE
U(T) = Uelec + Erot + Etrans + Evib
H(T) = U(T) + kBT
G(T) = H(T)− T(Strans + Srot + Svib)
(5)
In order to give a reasonable estimate of the broad performance of FFSiOH, we perform our
calculations on two sets of clusters (A and B) that provide complementary information. Set A contains
nine globally minimized clusters from previous work [27–30], with stoichiometries (SiO2)n·(H2O)m
with n = 4, 8, and 16 and m corresponding to different values which represent three degrees of
hydroxylation (i.e., R = m/n) of: 0.0, 0.25 and 0.5. This entails that for n = 4 we have m = 0, 1, 2, for n = 8
we have m = 0, 2, 4 and for n = 16 we have m = 0, 4, 8. These ratios correspond to anhydrous, low,
and high degrees of hydroxylation. The structures in set A can be seen in Figure 1. Set A allows us to
assess the dependency of the FFSiOH versus DFT error in the calculated thermodynamic properties
(on size and degree of hydroxylation). The contributions from Srot and Strans depend on the geometry
and mass of the system, which are essentially identical for FFSiOH and DFT calculations (except for
very small displacements of the atoms). The differences between the calculated values from DFT and
FFSiOH should thus be very small in these cases. We will therefore focus on the global values of the
thermodynamic properties and the vibrational contributions.
The second set (B) of structures consist of five isomers with (SiO2)16·(H2O)4 stoichiometry (see
Figure 2). These structures are selected from the dataset in Reference [23] as representative low energy
minima, as found by classical IP-based global optimization searches, followed by DFT refinement (see
details in References [27–30]. The relative energies of the structures calculated at a DFT level using
the B3LYP functional are noted in Figure 2. Moreover, this set of structures displays a wide spread of
differences between the relative energies provided by FFSiOH and DFT. Set B will thus help establish
whether the performance of FFSiOH with respect to reproducing DFT-calculated energy differences
also propagates to the free energy corrections or not.
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Finally, we compare the results for the free energy of hydroxylation (i.e., reaction with water) of
clusters for each size from their anhydrous state to that of low and subsequently high hydroxylation
(see Figure 1). We compare the free energy of hydroxylation using: (a) the results directly obtained
from DFT calculations; and (b) the electronic energy from DFT results, and the correction to the free
energy from FFSiOH. Since FFSiOH is not parameterized to describe the water molecule, we use the
Gibbs free energy obtained from DFT for this quantity throughout.Inorganics 2017, 5, 41 5 of 12 
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We note that all reported free energy terms are calculated using the structures optimized, using the 
respective method (i.e., FFSiOH-calculated free energies use FFSiOH-optimised nanocluster 
structures and DFT-calculated free energies use DFT-optimized nanocluster structures). 
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Figure 2. Set B: low energy (SiO2)16·(H2O)4 nanoclusters. Relative Uelec values calculated using DFT
in kJ/mol: B1 (global minim m)—0.0 J/mol, B2—13.5 kJ/m l, B3—38.6 kJ/mol, B4—48.2 kJ/mol,
B5—95.5 kJ/mol. Structures were taken from the Hydroxylated Nanosilica Dataset in Ref. [23].
All DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian09 code [31] using the B3LYP [32]
functional and 6–31g(d,p) basis set. This combination of functional and basis set has proven to provide
a good compromise between computation l efficiency and accuracy for hydroxylated silica systems
in previous w rk [14–16,27,33]. Since our systems contain l w frequency vibr tional modes, we
use tight cut-offs and an ultrafine integration grid for the geometry optimizations, using the Berny
algorithm [34]. The FFSiOH calculations were performed using the GULP code [35], mploying the
rational function optimization method for geometry optimizati ns. All thermodynamic data were
calculated at standard conditions (i.e., T = 298.15 K and 1 atm pressure). We note that all reported
free energy terms are calculated using the structures optimized, using the respective method (i.e.,
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FFSiOH-calculated free energies use FFSiOH-optimised nanocluster structures and DFT-calculated
free energies use DFT-optimized nanocluster structures).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Thermodynamic Data with Respect to Size and Hydroxylation
In Figure 3 we plot the FFSiOH-DFT differences in ZPE, Uvib, U correction, T·Svib, and the G
correction of the nanoclusters, with respect to degree of hydroxylation and grouped by size. Energies
are given reported in kJ/mol per SiO2 in order to compare quantities calculated for nanoclusters of
different sizes. In the ZPE, the largest difference between the FFSiOH and DFT data is found for the
anhydrous (SiO2)4 nanocluster, with a difference of 2.61 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit. The smallest difference
observed is for (SiO2)8·(H2O)8, with a difference of 0.04 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit. Both increases in size
and degree of hydroxylation lower the respective ZPE differences. The higher error in the anhydrous
cases can be explained with the fact that at these very small sizes, the proportion of strained rings
and terminal oxygens is large. These defects are not present in periodic bulk-calculations, from which
the FFSiOH was parametrized, and therefore the higher errors in the anhydrous systems are not
unexpected. More precisely, we identified a red-shift in the frequencies of the anhydrous systems when
calculated using FFSiOH with respect to DFT (an average difference of 58.1 cm−1 for (SiO2)4, 34.5 cm−1
for (SiO2)8 and 28.9 cm−1 for (SiO2)16). When added together, these frequency differences cause an
increase in the respective ZPE differences. In comparison, the nanoclusters with 25% hydroxylation
have an average ZPE difference of 0.84 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit, while for 50% hydroxylation the average
ZPE difference is 0.4 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit.
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Figure 3. FFSiOH-DFT differ nces in: ( ) ; (b) Uvib; (c) Svib; and (d) U at T = 298.15K and P = 1
atm. Red, green, and blue bars refer to the degree of hydroxylation, R = 0.0, 0.25 and 0.5, respectively.
The thermal contribution to Uvib from the FFSiOH calculations is in very good agreement with
DFT values (see Figure 3b). The FFSiOH-DFT differe ce averaged over all structures is 0.09 kJ/mol
per SiO2 unit. The Uvib is dominated by the low frequencies, due to the negative xponen ial. The Uvib
contributio is also smaller (from 13% to 24% th value of ZPE). The diffe ences here do ot seem to
obey any relationship with either size or degree of hydroxylation. The contributions to the internal
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energy from translation and rotation are independent of the properties of the molecule, and therefore
have the same value. Since the ZPE is five times bigger than the Uvib thermal correction, and Uvib
is very close to DFT values, the total correction to U follows the same trends as the ZPE, and the
differences among DFT and FFSiOH values are almost the same as for ZPE.
The T·Svib term calculated using FFSiOH, for most of the systems is, again, in very good agreement
with DFT-calculated values (see Figure 3c), with an average absolute FFSiOH-DFT difference of
0.46 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit. As for the thermal contribution to Uvib, the Svib term is dominated by low
frequency modes. Here, however, the largest discrepancy between DFT and FFSiOH data is for the
(SiO2)8·(H2O)4 structure, where the DFT-calculated entropy is 1.60 kJ/mol SiO2 per unit higher than
that calculated using FFSiOH. The average absolute FFSiOH-DFT difference of the T·Svib term (without
taking into account the (SiO2)8·(H2O)4 species) is 0.32 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit.
The average absolute differences between FFSiOH results and DFT for the rotational and
translational entropies are 0.05 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit and 0.03 kJ/mol prer SiO2 unit respectively.
These results are not surprising, since Srot and Strans depend only on the optimized geometric
structure of the respective nanocluster, which is very similar when calculated with DFT and FFSiOH
(see Reference [23]).
The differences between free energies calculated using DFT and FFSiOH fall in the range
0.25 kJ/mol to 2.68 kJ/mol per SiO2 unit (see Figure 4). Generally, as size increases, all the FFSiOH-DFT
differences in the predicted G correction become smaller, but to a different extent with respect to
the degree of hydroxylation. The percentage difference between FFSiOH and DFT results for the
G correction are generally found to be <15%. We note that for the smallest cluster considered,
the percentage difference is found to be relatively large due to very small DFT-calculated values
of G (with respect to the fairly constant FFSiOH-DFT difference). The G correction of the highly
hydroxylated (SiO2)8·(H2O)4 particle is found to be relatively large, due to the overestimation of the
Svib contribution (see above). Apart from in this case, the G correction is more accurately calculated for
hydroxylated systems than for anhydrous systems. However, we find that nanoclusters with lower
(25%) hydroxylation are those for which FFSiOH provides the best match with the DFT-calculated G
corrections. This result is in line with the capability of FFSiOH to better estimate relative Uelec values
(with respect to DFT values) for this degree of hydroxylation [23].
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3.2. Free Energy in a Set of Isomers
The FFSiOH-DFT differences in calculated thermodynamic properties among the (SiO2)16·(H2O)4
nanocluster isomers in set B are very low, as can be seen in Figure 5 (note that energies are given in
kJ/m l). The largest difference is found for the T·Svib c rrection, with a value of 3.5 kJ/mol. This is
due to the fact tha , although different in structure, th oughout this set the numb of SiO4 te rahedra
is invariant and the ydr xyl groups are in very simil r e vironments for each isomer. The vibration
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frequencies are therefore quite similar (standard deviation of 49 cm−1), and the vibrational partition
functions are roughly the same, implying very similar thermodynamic properties. The differences
between FFSiOH and DFT for the ZPE are between 3.7–6.2 kJ/mol, with an average of 4.9 kJ/mol (see
Figure 5a). For the Uvib thermal contribution, the differences generally are of the order 1 kJ/mol (see
Figure 5b). The total U thermal correction, as it is the sum of the ZPE and the Uvib thermal contribution,
results in an increased difference between DFT and FFSiOH (see Figure 5c). The T·Svib values show the
largest variation in the differences between DFT and FFSiOH over the set of isomers, which can be
as high as 3.3 kJ/mol (see Figure 5d). Although all FFSiOH-DFT differences for all these individual
thermodynamic components are fairly constant and positive, the size of the FFSIOH-DFT differences of
the total G corrections is largely offset by the T·Svib term in the equation for G (see above and Figure 5e).
Overall, the FFSiOH-DFT differences in free energies for this set are very small (<4 kJ/mol), and vary
in a manner that is independent of the pattern of FFSiOH-DFT electronic energy differences (Uelec—see
Figure 2). In terms of stability of nanoclusters, this means that only if the energy difference among
isomers of this size would be of the order 4 kJ/mol in Uelec, the free energy ordering of structures
obtained using FFSiOH could be different from the one obtained from DFT calculations. Considering
that the Uelec energy differences between the low energy isomers in set B are all >13 kJ/mol, the error
in the FFSiOH-predicted free energies will not alter the stability ordering.
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3.3. Free Energy of Hydroxylation
The progressive free energies of hydroxylation of all nanoclusters (considered as calculated
using both FFSiOH and DFT) are shown in Table 1. Specifically, for each cluster size we consider two
hydroxylation processes: firstly, from the respective anhydrous (SiO2)n nanocluster to a (SiO2)n·(H2O)m
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nanocluster with low hydroxylation (i.e., R = 0.25); and secondly, we then consider the hydroxylation
of this latter nanocluster to a (SiO2)n·(H2O)m nanocluster with a high degree of hydroxylation (i.e.,
R = 0.5). These processes correspond to the evolution of the clusters going from left to right in rows
2–4 in Figure 1. Note that for nanoclusters sizes n = 8, 16 these hydroxylation energies relate to
dissociative chemisorption of more than one water molecule, and hydroxylation free energies are
given per water molecule to allow comparison. For hydroxylation of the smallest n = 4 anhydrous
nanocluster, the free energies relate to the dissociative chemisorption of a single water molecule at each
step. The DFT-calculated free energy differences are −323.0 kJ/mol for the initial hydroxylation step
and a further −461.8 kJ/mol for the second hydroxylation reaction. The FFSiOH-calculated values
differ by 5.5 kJ/mol and −2.1 kJ/mol, correspondingly, with respect to these DFT values. For the
n = 8 anhydrous cluster the initial reaction with water to a low hydroxylation state has free energy per
water molecule between that of the two reactions considered for the n = 4 case (i.e., −392.7 kJ/mol
from the DFT calculations). For further hydroxylation, the free energy per water molecule decreases
to −244.3 kJ/mol, according to the DFT calculations. For these reactions, the FFSiOH calculations
reproduce these values to within 6 kJ/mol. For the largest n = 16 cluster considered, the initial
anhydrous-low hydroxylation free energy per water molecule has a magnitude well in line with
those found for smaller cluster sizes (i.e., −343.2 kJ/mol from the DFT calculations). However, for
the low-to-high hydroxylation process, the free energy of hydroxylation drops to only −47.9 kJ/mol
per water molecule. From the study in Reference [27] this sharp reduction in hydroxylation energy
per molecule is related to the reduced energetic advantage of hydroxylation of finite clusters with
increasing hydroxylation above a certain threshold. The respect free energies of these processes as
calculated by FFSiOH is found to be within 5 kJ/mol of the DFT-calculated free energies. In all cases
the hydroxylation free energy values calculated using FFSiOH are well within the range of typical
expected accuracy of DFT calculations with respect to experiment (i.e., 5–15 kJ/mol). This confirms
that hydroxylation free energies can be accurately approximated using FFSiOH.
Table 1. Progressive hydroxylation free energies (kJ/mol) of anhydrous nanoclusters calculated using
DFT and FFSiOH. Note that all energies are per added water molecule.
Reaction ∆Greact (DFT) ∆Greact (FFSiOH) ∆∆Greact (DFT-FFSiOH)
Si4O8 + H2O→ H2Si4O9 −323.0 −328.5 5.5
H2Si4O9 + H2O→ H4Si4O10 −461.8 −459.7 −2.1
Si8O16 + 2H2O→ H4Si8O18 −392.7 −396.4 3.7
H4Si8O18 + 2H2O→ H8Si8O20 −244.3 −239.6 −4.7
Si16O32 + 4H2O→ H8Si16O36 −343.2 −348.0 4.8
H8Si16O36 + 4H2O→ H16Si16O40 −47.9 −46.6 −1.3
4. Conclusions
We have benchmarked the ability of FFSiOH to reproduce thermodynamic quantities of silica
nanoclusters calculated using DFT, with respect to size, degree of hydroxylation, isomer structure, and
hydroxylation reactions. In terms of size and degree of hydroxylation (nanocluster set A, Figure 1),
the results show that the factor which most affects the thermodynamic properties is the degree of
hydroxylation. Since the FFSiOH forcefield was parametrized to reproduce properties of hydroxylated
silica surfaces, it is not surprising that it performs slightly worse for the anhydrous nanoclusters,
where the presence of ring-strain and defects negatively affect its ability to accurately calculate
vibrations. The results also show that FFSiOH performs best for nanoclusters with 25% hydroxylation,
which is also the expected average degree of hydroxylation of amorphous silica materials exposed to
moisture in the air. This is important, as some of these nanoclusters can be adopted to simulate the
hydroxylated silica surfaces either in their crystalline or amorphous state. In terms of energy per unit,
the free energy differences between DFT and FFSiOH results are found to reduce with increasing size.
These results imply that FFSiOH would be well suited for evaluating free energies of relatively large
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silica nanoparticles with a moderate degree of hydroxylation. In the B set of low energy (SiO2)16·(H2O)4
isomers (see Figure 2), we show that the FFSiOH-DFT differences in free energies between isomers is,
in all cases, lower than 4 kJ/mol. This small error (<0.25 kJ/mol per SiO2) will not thus lead to FFSiOH
free energy corrections that could change in Uelec stability orderings of isomers (as calculated using
DFT), where the typical Uelec difference between isomers is >0.8 kJ/mol per SiO2. For reactions, we
find that the free energy of progressive hydroxylation (∆Greact) of the considered silica nanoclusters
predicted using FFSiOH is also in very good agreement with the DFT data.
In view of the obtained results, we believe that FFSiOH could be generally employed to obtain
thermodynamic corrections to Uelec values of hydroxylated nanosilica systems (calculated by DFT
or other means) with an accuracy similar to that obtained with DFT methods (at a fraction of the
computational cost of the latter). Due to the good performance of FFSiOH for bulk and surface
systems [22,23] we also expect our specific methodology to be of use for a wide range of extended
hydroxylated silica systems. Overall, given a suitably accurate forcefield, the general approach outlined
herein for hydroxylated nanosilica could be promising for a number of other inorganic nanosystems.
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